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H. Terao has shown that the structure of the module of (rational) differential 
forms with at most logarithmic poles at an arrangement of hyperplanes (as defined 
by K. Saito) is very strongly controlled by the combinatorial structure of the 
arrangement. In this paper we demonstrate how the existence of rational 
logarithmic forms with poles of high order depends on the existence of highly 
degenerate (“special position”) subarrangements. The associated combinatorial 
structures are studied. First a strong version of K. Saito’s “Preparation Lemma” 
for logarithmic forms leads to a new, simple proof of Terao’s celebrated 
“Addition-Deletion Theorem” for hyperplane arrangements with free module of 
logarithmic l-forms (“free arrangements”). Then structural characterizations are 
developed in two extreme cases for the generation of the module of logarithmic dif- 
ferential l-forms: this module has a triangular basis i f f  the arrangement is super- 
solvable (strictly linearly tibered), and it is generated by forms of degree - 1 i f f  the 
arrangement is generic in codimension 3. Both conditions on the geometry of the 
arrangement are combinatorial in a very strong sense (determined by restricted 
data on the lattice of intersections of the hyperplanes.) However, examples show 
that the cardinality and degree sequence of a minimal set of generators for the 
module of logarithmic l-forms are not in general determined by this intersection 
lattice. 8 1989 Academw Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The module Q*(X) of forms with at most logarithmic poles (logarithmic 
forms) at a reduced divisor X on a smooth complex manifold was 
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introduced by K. Saito [Sal] in 1980. Since then, H. Terao’s study of the 
module Der(X) of vector fields tangent to the divisor (which is the dual 
module to Q’(X)) in the special case of a hyperplane arrangement X has 
led to a remarkable sequence of results [Tl, T2, T3, JT, T5, T6], chiefly 
centering on the question under what combinatorial conditions Der(X) is a 
free module. However, the study of Q’(X), which is free whenever Der(X) 
is free, offers the considerable advantage of both very geometric arguments 
studying the poles of forms in Q’(X), and the existence of many nontrivial 
elements that can be written down coordinate free in terms of defining 
equations I, of the hyperplanes HE X. This paper exploits this geometric 
point of view to gain new insight into the structure of Q’(X). 
Section 2 starts to define hyperplane arrangements and to describe the 
combinatorial structures associated with them. Section 3 defines the 
module of logarithmic differential forms at an arrangement, reviews basic 
properties, and gives criteria for certain logarithmic forms to form a basis. 
In Section 4 we briefly describe a category of hyperplane arrangements 
which supports these structures, making the module of logarithmic forms 
into a covariant functor. In Section 5, we prove the “Strong Preparation 
Lemma” for logarithmic l-forms and use it to give a new, simple proof of 
H. Terao’s Addition-Deletion Theorem, avoiding the extensive com- 
mutative algebra arguments of [Tl]. In Sections 6 to 8 we study 
generators for the module Q,(X) and their combinatorial description. The 
following two extreme cases are characterized combinatorially: the case of 
free arrangements admitting a basis for Q’(X) that is upper triangular in 
suitable coordinates (Section 6), and the case where Q’(X) is already 
generated by the “obvious” logarithmic forms of degree - 1 (Section 7). In 
Section 8 we finally develop a study of the minimal arrangements that sup- 
port logarithmic differential forms of given negative degrees, and these 
“critical arrangements” are used to construct an example to show that in 
general the cardinality and degrees of a minimal set of homogeneous 
generators for Q’(X) are not determined by the combinatorial invariants of 
the arrangement. 
2. COMBINATORIAL INVARIANTS OF AN ARRANGEMENT 
Hyperplane arrangements are mathematical objects arising in a large 
variety of geometric, algebraic, and (last, not least) combinatorial 
situations. For the theory of logarithmic differential forms [Sal] they 
provide a sufficiently complex model for the behaviour localized at a 
point of a divisor. The linearized case of a hyperplane arrangement has 
the additional advantage of allowing generalization to an arbitrary field 
without technical difficulties [T6]. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over an 
arbitrary field k. An arrangement in V is a finite set X= {H,, . . . . H,} of 
linear hyperplanes (linear subspaces of dimension n - 1) in V. The order of 
Xis 1x1 =m. 
Note that the arrangements we consider are assumed to be central, that is, 
all hyperplanes contain the origin of V. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be an arrangement of hyperplanes in VE k”. 
For HEX, let ~,EV* be a linear form with kernel H, i.e., 
H = {x E V: Z”(x) = O}. Every I, is well-defined up to a constant nonzero 
factor. We call Q = n HE x 1, a defining polynomial for X. If we choose a 
basis {x1, . . . . x,} of V*, then Q is a homogeneous polynomial in 
S= k[x,, . . . . x,] of degree m, well-determined by X up to a constant factor. 
In the following we will study how and to what extent the “algebraic 
structure” of an arrangement (specifically, the module of logarithmic 
differential forms at the arrangement) is determined or encoded by the 
“combinatorial structure” of the arrangement (as encoded by the inter- 
section lattice, given by the following definition.) 
DEFINITION 2.3 [Za]. Let X be an arrangement in V. The intersection 
lattice of X is 
L=L,= 
i 
n H:YGX ) 
HEY I 
the collection of intersections of hyperplanes in X. L is ordered by reverse 
inclusion, that is, W, < W2 o W, 2 Wz. The rank of X is 
r(X) = r(L) = codim V 
( > 
n X . 
The relevance and importance of the intersection lattice for the com- 
binatorial structure of hyperplane arrangements was first realized and 
exploited by T. Zaslavsky [Za], who developed an enumeration theory for 
hyperplane arrangements in this framework. The reason for ordering by 
reverse inclusion is combinatorial, and follows from the following theorem. 
Consult [CR] or [W] for basic matroid theory, geometric lattices and 
their characteristic polynomials, as referred to in the following. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be an arrangement of hyperplanes, and L its lattice 
of flats. 
(a) L is a geometric lattice, with minimal element d = V and maximal 
element f = n X. Its rank function is given by 
r(W) = codim ,,( W) = dim(V) - dim(W). 
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The lattice operations in L are 
WV W’=WnW’. 
WA wf=(J {HExHIWUW’}. 
(b) L is the lattice of flats for the linear matroid {I,: HEX} repre- 
sented in V*. The corresponding abstract matroid will be denoted by A(X). 
DEFINITION 2.5. An arrangement X in Vr k” is essential if r(L) = n, 
that is, if n X= (0). For an arrangement X in V, the associated essential 
arrangement is the arrangement X/n X= {H/r) X: HEX} in V/n X. 
For the algebraic scenario as well as for induction proofs (starting with the 
“empty arrangement”) and other constructions it is not natural to always 
assume that the arrangement considered is essential, and therefore we will 
not do it. 
The “associated essential arrangement” can be described as a 
“localization” by the following definition, which demonstrates how basic 
matroid constructions translate into constructions of hyperplane 
arrangements. 
DEFINITION 2.6 (a) Restriction to a hyperplane. Let X be an 
arrangement, H a hyperplane. The restriction of X to H is the arrangement 
XI.= {KnH: KEX- (H}}. &(X1.) is the contraction of .H(Xu {H}) 
by H. The intersection lattice of XI H is the interval (segment) [H; f] of 
L XUjH]. 
(b) Restriction. Generalizing (a), let X be an arrangement in V, W 
an arbitrary subspace of V, of dimension dim(W) = k. Then the restriction 
ofX to Wis the arrangement XI ,+,= (Kn W: KEX, KS W} in W. If Wis 
a flat in L,, then the intersection lattice of XI ,+, is the interval [W, 11 of 
Lx. If X is essential and W is sufficiently generic in the sense that W has 
intersection (0) with every flat of rank k, then the intersection lattice of 
XI w  is the k-truncation of L,: 
L x,,=L~~l={U~Lx:r(U)<k}u{?}. 
(We put LLkl=L, if kkr(L,).) 
(c) Localization. Let X be an arrangement, WE L a flat of V. The 
localization of X at W is the arrangement X/W = (H/W: HE X, H 2 W} in 
the quotient space V/W. This arrangement is the essential arrangement 
associated to the subarrangement X w= {HEX: HZ W} of X in V. Its 
intersection lattice is the interval [& W] of L,. A(X/W) is the matroid 
restriction of A(X) to the flat W. 
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(d) Sum. Let X be an arrangement in V and x’ an arrangement in 
V’. Then the (direct) sum of X and x’ is the arrangement 
XxX’= {HO V’: HEX} u (V@H’: H’EX’} 
in V@ V’. The arrangement Xxx’ has order (XxX’1 = 1x1 + IX’I. Its 
intersection lattice is the product L,, Xs = Lxx Lx,. .&(Xx A”) is the 
matroid sum of A(X) and &(X’). 
(e) Irreducibility. An arrangement X in V is reducible if it is 
isomorphic to a direct sum X, x X,, where Xi (i = 0, 1) are nontrivial 
arrangements in Vi, that is, dim Vi > 1. Otherwise X is irreducible. Every 
irreducible arrangement X is essential. An essential arrangement is 
reducible if and only if its lattice is a (nontrivial) product. 
We will now introduce two important classes of examples. 
Supersolvable arrangements can be defined by combinatorial or by 
geometric conditions. They are an important class of highly structured 
arrangements: they are relatively easy to construct, and will play a central 
role in the algebraic investigations of Section 6. 
The supersolvable arrangements will be contrasted to generic (more 
precisely, 3-generic) arrangements, which in some sense represent the 
arrangements with the “least possible structure.” 
DEFINITION 2.7 [Stl, St2]. Let L be a finite geometric lattice of rank 
r(L) = r. An element m E L is called modular if r(m v m’) + r(m A m’) = 
r(m) + r(m’) for every m’ E L. (m E L is modular if and only if its 
complements form an antichain [Stl]. This is the case exactly if all 
complements of m have the same rank r-r(m).) 
L is supersolvable if it has a maximal chain ii = m, < m, < . . . < m, = 1 of 
modular elements (called an M-chain of L). 
We need some combinatorial facts about supersolvable geometric lattices. 
THEOREM 2.8 [St2]. Let L be a supersolvable geometric lattice of rank r, 
ando=m,<m,< ... < m, = 1 an M-chain in L. 
For 1 < i < r, let e, be the number of atoms of L that lie below mi but not 
below mi- ,, such that cJ=, ei is the number of atoms of L in [b; mi]. Then 
e, = 1, C;= 1 ei is the number of atoms of L, and the characteristic polynomial 
of L is 
XL(t) = n (t - ei). 
i=l 
In particular the multiset {e, , . . . . e,} does not depend on the choice of an 
M-chain for L. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. An arrangement X is super-solvable iff its intersection 
lattice L is a supersolvable lattice. The integers e,, e2, . . . . e, are called the 
(generalized) exponents of X. An M-chain for a supersolvable arrangement 
in k” is a maximal flag extending an M-chain in L. 
Supersolvable arrangements have first been considered by [St3, JT] in the 
context of free arrangements which we will develop in Section 3. Their 
combinatorics was studied in some detail in [BEZ, Sect. 41. 
The following result, generalizing [JT, Theorem 5.43 to arrangements of 
arbitrary dimension, was developed in [BEZ] (there formulated for 
arrangements in W) and independently by [T5, Corollary 2.71 for complex 
arrangements. However, the proof from [BEZ] is independent of the field: 
THEOREM 2.10 [BEZ]. Every arrangement X of rank r d 2 is super- 
solvable. An arrangement X of rank r B 3 is supersolvable if and only ifit can 
be written as a disjoint union X = X0 u X,, where X,, is a supersolvable 
arrangement of rank r - 1, and X, # @ is such that for H’, H” E X, 
(H’ # H”), H’ A H” c H for some HEX,. 
For generic arrangements, we will use the following versions: 
DEFINITION 2.11. An arrangement X in V= k” is generic if for any sub- 
arrangement Y G X of size at most n, the intersection of the hyperplanes in 
Y has maximal codimension, that is, codim( fi Y) = 1 YI. The arrangement 
X is k-generic (k < n + 1) if this holds for all subarrangements Y c X of size 
at most k. 
Equivalently, X is k-generic (for 2 <k < n + 1) if every circuit of the 
associated matroid A(X) has size at least k + 1. X is generic if it is 
n-generic. In particular, every arrangement is 2-generic. 
Thus an essential arrangement is generic if its intersection lattice is 
a truncated boolean algebra B, [‘I. It is k-generic if the k-truncation 
Lck3 = XE L. r(X) < k} u {I} of its intersection lattice is isomorphic to l . 
the truncated boolean algebra BLkl. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A property or invariant of arrangements is called 
combinatorial if it can be decided (computed) from only the intersection 
lattice together with the dimension n. It is 3-combinatorial if it can be deter- 
mined from Lc3’ together with r and n. 
For example, the number of hyperplanes (=number of atoms of L), being 
essential, irreducibility, and the rank r(X) = r(L) of an arrangement are 
3-combinatorial, as is the property of being 3-generic. 
The property of being generic is combinatorial, but not 3-combinatorial. 
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In the same way, the characteristic polynomial and the property of having 
a modular flat of rank r(X) - 1 (modular coatom of L) are combinatorial, 
but not 3-combinatorial. However, we have: 
THEOREM 2.13 [BZ, Corollary 2.8). Supersoluabifity is a 3-combina- 
torial property. 
The following sections will treat the combinatoriality of some algebraic 
invariants and constructions. It is quite surprising how rich a structure can 
be constructed from the mere knowledge of the intersection lattice of an 
arrangement. 
Obviously, we cannot compute n from the intersection lattice, except for 
knowing n > r(L). We have included n in Definition 2.12 because its 
knowledge is (in a rather superficial way) necessary to check or compute 
certain invariants. For many cases, it is possible and convenient to assume 
n = r(L), only considering the essential arrangement associated to X. 
3. LOGARITHMIC FORMS AT AN ARRANGEMENT 
In this section, we develop basics of the theory of free hyperplane 
arrangements initiated by K. Saito [Sal] and H. Terao [Tl]. For this, the 
algebra Q*(X) of forms with at most logarithmic poles at an arrangement X 
will be defined. An arrangement X is called free if Sz ‘(X) is a free S-module. 
The degrees of homogeneous basis elements are called the exponents of a 
free arrangement X. 
The algebra Q*(X) is a natural setting to develop both Saito’s basis 
criteria and Solomon and Terao’s proof [ST] that exponents are com- 
binatorial. 
We will not give proofs for most of the elementary facts in this section. 
Simple proofs for most of them can, e.g., be dualized from the arguments in 
[ST); see [Zl]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an arrangement in Vr k”, and {xi, . . . . x,} a 
basis for V*. Let S = k[x,, . . . . x,] be the ring of polynomial functions on 
V, and S’ = k(x,, . . . . x,) the ring of rational functions, its field of fractions. 
The S-module of (algebraic) derivations (vector fields) on V is 
Der(V)= 8= f p.a:p,ESfor l<i<n 
i=, ‘dx, 
with the obvious S-module structure. Similarly, with dx, denoting 
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dx, A . . . A dx, for I= {i, , . . . . s < i } (and dx,= 1 for I= a), the S-module 
of algebraic s-forms on V for 0 <s < n is 
Q&(V)= w= c q,dx,:q,ESfor Zr[n] 
III=* 
In the same way, we denote the S-module of rational s-forms by 
@,,( V) = S’ OS Q&C VI 
= co= c q,dx,: q,ES’ for ZG [n] 
111 =s 
The corresponding algebras of algebraic respectively rational forms will be 
denoted by 
and 
where Q”,,,(V) = G:,,(V) = 0 for all s > n. 
These modules are certainly familiar objects. We will often treat them as 
graded modules, in the following canonical way. 
Putting deg(x,) = 1 for all i, we get S = ok > o Sk (with So = k, S, = V*) 
as a standard graded algebra. Similarly, we define the degree for 
homogeneous rational functions by 
S;= {fkf ES,,, gESh, 1, -4=k). 
(Note that this does not make S’ into a graded S-module: there is a strict 
inclusion @ k E z Sk c S.) 
Now let “deg(a@x,) = 0” for all i, that is, 
Derk(V)= 6= $J p.J!-:piESk for 1 <i,<n i=, lax, 
to make Der(V)= @,,o Derk( V) into a graded S-module. 
Similarly, we define “deg(dx,) = 0,” thus 
Cl;,;(V)= w= c 
(I[ =s 
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for k 2 0, such that sZ”,,,( V) = @ k B ,, O$( I’); and 
Q:g’;(V)= w= 1 
III =s 
DEFINITION AND LEMMA 3.2 [M, p. 2811. Let M be an S-module. The 
rank of M is 
rk(M) := dim&S’ OS M), 
where s’ is the quotient field of S, and dim,. denotes vector space dimension. 
Equivalently, rk(M) is the maximal size of a set of elements of M that are 
independent over S, or the size of every maximal independent subset of M. 
Observe that Der( V) and sZ&( V) (~20) are free S-modules of rank n: 
wax,, . . . . a/ax,,) is a basis for the S-module Der( I’), and (dx,, . . . . dx,} is 
a basis of both the S-module OL,,( V) and the S/-module (vector space) 
sZi,,( Y). However, sZi,,( I’) as an S-module is not free-it has rank n, but it 
is not finitely generated, as S’ contains homogeneous rational functions of 
arbitrarily small negative degree. 
In the obvious way, bases for the module of l-forms induce bases for the 
corresponding module of s-forms (s > 0). 
The following definition (due to [Sal, Sa2]) provides the central objects 
of study for the following: 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let X be an arrangement in I/= k” with a defining 
equation Q. Then 
(i) Der(X) = (0 E Der( V): Q ( 0(Q)} 
= {8EDer(V):1.18(1,) for all HEX} 
is the S-module of logarithmic vector fields at X; 
(ii) P(X) = (w E sZs,,( V): Qo E Q$,( V), Q dw E sZ:G ‘( V)} 
= (o/Q: UI E O;,,( V); I,1 dl, A CO for all HE X} 
is the S-module of logarithmic differential s-forms at X (s-forms with at 
most logarithmic pole at X). 
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Of course this definition requires some checking. First, we see that the 
two definitions given in both cases are actually equivalent. For this, we 
compute 
d(Q)=0 n I,= 1 O(l,) n l,=Qxy for (i) 
HEX HEX KEX- {H) H 
and 
dQ dl, Qdw=dw--Ar\=ddw- c I~o 
Q Q 
for (ii). 
HEX H 
Second, we have to check that the sets Der(X) and P(X) actually are 
S-modules, which is easy. 
The names for these modules come from the fact that dl,/l, = “d log I”” 
(for, any HE X) in some sense is a “typical” generator of C?‘(X). Note that 
QO(X) = s. 
From the definition, we get that Der(X) = n HE x Der( (H}). For a 
proper subarrangement x’ c X, we observe that (with strict inclusions) 
Der(X) c Der(X’) and W(X’) c@(X) for 1 <s<n: the inclusions are 
clear, and their strictness follows from Q’(~/c%,) E Der(X’) - Der(X) in 
suitable coordinates, and dl,/l, E 1;2’ (X) - sZ‘( A”) for H E X - x’. 
DEFINITION 3.4. o E Q”(X) has a pole at HE A’ if w  4 (/“/Q) sZ”,,,( V), 
that is, if o $P(X- (H}). The support of o EL!‘(X) is the set of hyper- 
planes in X at which o has poles, that is, 
supp(w) = 
i 
HE X ; w 4 sZ”,,,(X) 
H I 
= n {Y&X: Q,coEQ~&Y)}. 
LEMMA 3.5 [Sal]. We have the following inclusions of S-modules: 
(i) Q Der( V) c Der(X) c Der( V), 
(ii) (l/Q) Q:,,(V) 2 Q’(X) 2 O”,,,(V) (0 < s 6 n), 
where our notation means Q Der( V) = { Q6: 8 E Der( V)}, etc. 
These inclusions make Der(X) and W(X) into graded S-modules 
Der(X)= @ Derk(X) 
k>O 
as(x)= 0 Pk(X), 
kti? 
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De?(X) = Derk( V) n Der(X) 
nqx)=; Q”Lf”( V)nP(X) 
= 0:$ V) f-l @(X). 
Der( V) is the module of polynomial vector fields that at every hyperplane 
are tangent to the hyperplane. This description also gives certain geometric 
intuition for Q’(X), with the following (lemma and) theorem: 
LEMMA 3.6 (“Preparation Lemma”) [Sal, (l.l)]. Let OESZ,,~( V). Then 
w E W(X) if and only iffor every HE X, o can be written as 
dl, 
u=rQ1+Wo 
with (Q/lH)~o~QS,,g(V), (Qll,)w’ EQ ;G l(V), in particular such that coo, co1 
are rational forms without a pole at H, 
Equivalently, 
W(X) = {w/Q: o E 52&, o 1 H = 0 for all HEX}. 
Proof For o = dl,Jl, A o1 + o”, we have dl, A Qo = dl, A Qo” = 
1” dl, A (QIMw”, and thus 1, 1 dl, A Qw. This (for every HE X) implies 
co E Q*(x). 
Conversely, let w/Q E W(X), and HE X. Introducing suitable coordinates 
x,, . . . . x, in V*, we have lH= x1. Now we decompose 
where the sums are over index sets ZE (2, 3, . . . . n}, and q,, r,E S for all I. 
Hence the desired decomposition follows from x1 1 dx, A w, i.e., x, 1 r, for all 
1, putting ~‘=(~H/Q)C,,I=s~,q,dxI and ~“=(l/Q)El,,=.r,dx,. I 
This lemma is useful because it allows one to treat W(X) as a module of 
algebraic forms, isomorphic to QS2”(X) r52”,,,( V) (with a shift in the 
grading). 
THEOREM 3.7 [Sal, (1.5), (1.6)]. (a) The natural inner product of 
S-modules 
i: Der(X) x n’(X) + S 
( > 
o(e) e;; H- 
Q 
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is well-defined and nondegenerate. Hence Der( X) and Sz ‘(X) are reflexive 
modules of rank n, and Der(X) is free of” and only tf Q’(X) is free. 
(b) For 8 E Der(X) and s > 0, the interior product induces an S-module 
homomorphism 
QJJ(X) + QS - lsk + ‘(X) 
w + i,o. 
(c) Der(X) and D ‘(Xj are noetherian. 
(d) Q*(X) is closed under wedge product. 
(e) Q*(X) is closed under exterior differentiation. 
Now we define “free” arrangements-an interesting class of arrangements 
that will be our object of study for the following. However, we wish to 
warn the reader in advance that the terminology is very misleading: free 
arrangements are going to be very far from being generic. In the contrary, 
they turn out to be a class of highly structured arrangements, for which 
Coxeter arrangements [ Sa2] and supersolvable arrangements (Corollary 
6.7) are prime examples. 
DEFINITION 3.8 [Tl, p. 295; T6, Definition 21. Let X be an 
arrangement in Vr k”. Then X is called free if Der(X) is a free S-module. 
By Theorem 3.7(a) we know that also X is free if and only if Q’(X) is free. 
Thus one can use whatever definition seems more natural or practical for 
the particular situation considered. However, it seems to us that the special 
geometric and combinatorial properties of the logarithmic forms make it 
more promising to develop intuition for Q’(X) than for Der(X). 
The main purpose of the rest of this section will be to develop criteria to 
decide freeness of arrangements. The empty arrangement is always free, 
with Q = 1 in Lemma 3.5. Also, we get the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.9 [Sal, (1.7)]. Zf nd2, then X is free. 
Proof Over a ring S of homological dimension at most 2, every 
reflexive module M is free by routine homological algebra arguments. 1 
In the proof of Theorem 4.4 below we will in fact construct an explicit 
basis for the arrangements of rank 2. 
LEMMA 3.10. 
p 
hence W(X) is a free module of rank 1 
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Note that G’(X) has rank n by Theorem 3.7(a), thus if it is free, then every 
basis has size n. 
PROPOSITION 3.11 (“Determinant Criterion”) (Sal, (1.8)]. The logarith- 
mic forms o, = (l/Q) C qv dx,, . . . . co,, = (l/Q) C qnj dxjE 52 ‘(X) form a basis 
iffo, A ... A o,=~(l/Q”~‘)dx, A ... A dx,, that is, iff det(q&)=cQfir 
some cEk*. 
If G!‘(X) is free with basis cui, w2, . . . . o,, then for 1 <~<n, sZp(X) is free 
with basis {oi, A . . . A oip: 1 <i, < . . . < i,,< ?z}. In fact, we have more 
generally: 
THEOREM 3.12 (“Algebraic Freeness Criterion”) [Sal; ST, (3.4); Zl, 
3.2.91. For every arrangement X in Vg k”, the following are equivalent: 
(i) Der(X) is a free S-module (that is, X is free), 
(ii) s2l(X) is free, 
(iii) Q-‘(X)= An-‘Q’(X) (Q’(X) generates Q-l(X)), 
(iv) O”(X) = A”Q’(X) (Q’(X) generates W(X)), 
(v) o*(x) = A*Q’(x), 
(vi) sZ*(X) is free. 
The constructions of Definition 2.6 now produce further examples of free 
arrangements. 
THEOREM 3.13. (a) Let X, be an arrangement in V,, and X, an 
arrangement in V,. Then 
(i) sz*(X, x X,) ra*(X,) A 52*(x,). 
(ii) X, x X, is free if and only if X, and X2 are both free. 
(iii) An arrangement X in V is free if and only if the associated 
essential arrangement Xl n X is free. 
(b) Any localization of a free arrangement is again free. 
Proof: Part (a) is dualized from [ST, Proposition (5.8)]; see [Zl, 
Theorem 3.2.101. Part (b) is in [T2]; see also [Zl, Theorem 3.8.3). 1 
It has been conjectured (“Oriik’s Conjecture” [T4, Problem 21) that also 
every restriction of a free arrangement to one of its hyperplanes is again 
free. There is some evidence for this, but no proof so far. 
Now we introduce certain integer sequences that come from the grading 
on modules such as Der(X) and a’(X). 
LEMMA 3.14. Let M be a graded S-module that is free of rank n. Then M 
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has a homogeneous basis. The degrees of basis elements do not depend on the 
particular basis chosen (up to permutation ). 
Proof This is most easily seen from Lemma 3.18 below. The second 
claim can also be seen from the Poincare series of the module M, which is 
Zx”/( 1 -x)” if M has a homogeneous basis with degrees ei. 1 
DEFINITION 3.15. Let X be a free arrangement of hyperplanes, and let 
{e,, . . . . 0,} be a homogeneous basis for Der(X). The degrees ei = deg(8,) 
are called the exponents of X. We write exp(X) = [e,, . . . . e,] for the multiset 
of exponents, usually assuming e, Q .. . < e,. 
LEMMA 3.16. (i) Let X be free with exp(X)= [e,, e,, . . . . e,]. Then 
C;=, ei = m. 
(ii) If {e,, . . . . en} is a homogeneous basis of Der(X) with deg(ei) = ei 
(1 < i < n), then the dual basis {CO,, . . . . co,,} of Q’(X) satisfies deg(o,) = - ei 
(1 <i<n). 
Proof This follows from the basis criterion Proposition 3.11, together 
with the fact that the coefficient matrices of dual bases are transposed 
inverses of each other. 1 
The exponents will turn out to be combinatorial invariants of X, if X is 
free, with Theorem 3.20. 
However, exponents are invariants that we can define in this form only 
for the (very special) case of free arrangements. Therefore, we first develop 
some theory about the degree sequence of an arrangement, which is an 
integer sequence defined for every arrangement that allows one to decide 
freeness and reduces to the sequence of exponents in the case of free 
arrangements. 
One notion of a degree sequence of an arrangement was defined (but 
hardly studied or used) by Terao in [Tl] for the module Der(X). 
However, we find it more rewarding and convenient to study the degree 
sequence for Q’(X) here, which does not have a direct relation to that of 
Der(X). Hence we start with a slightly more general definition: 
DEFINITION 3.17. Let M be a noetherian graded module of rank n over 
S. A sequence (m , , m2, . ..) of h omogeneous elements of M is a generator 
sequence if for all i, 
deg(m,) = min{deg(m): m E M homogeneous and m $ Sm, + ... + Sm,_ 1}. 
The degree sequence of M is the nondecreasing sequence of integers 
Cdeg(m,L deghh -1 g’ tven by a maximal generator sequence (m,, m2, . ..) 
in M. 
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We will show in Corollary 3.19 that this “degree sequence” is well-defined, 
i.e., independent of the choice of a maximal generator sequence. 
LEMMA 3.18. Let M be as above. A multiset {m , , m2, . . . } of 
homogeneous elements of M is contained in a generator sequence iff its image 
in MIS + M is linearly independent (over k = SJS + ) in k Q s M z M/S + M, 
where S, = Ok,,, Sk is the irrelevant ideal of S (polynomials without 
constant term). 
Proof This follows from the fact that the image of a homogeneous 
element of M vanishes in M/S + M iff it can be written as Zpimi for some 
pie S +, miE M: by definition, every maximal generator sequence 
generates M. 
For kOsMrM/S+M we refer to [AM, p. 311. 1 
COROLLARY 3.19. (i) The degree sequence for M does not depend on 
the choice of the maximal generator sequence of M, and is finite. 
(ii) The degree sequence [k,, k,, . . . . k,] has length 1 =dim, kms M 
> n. M is free if and only if 1= n. 
Proof (i) The sequence is finite because M is noetherian. A generator 
sequence can naturally be identified with a homogeneous basis of k @ s M. 
(ii) By Lemma 3.17, dim, k @ s M is the size of any minimal set of 
generators, hence 1= dim k @ s M. Now M has rank n, thus 12 n. If M is 
free, a basis of M induces a basis of k @ M, hence I= n. Conversely, if 1 = n 
then M is generated by n elements. Since rk(M) = n, the elements then can- 
not have linear relations, hence they form a basis for M. i 
THEOREM 3.20 [T2]. Let X be a free arrangement of rank n with 
exp(X) = [e,, . . . . e,]. Then the intersection lattice of X has characteristic 
polynomial x(t) = j-J;= , (t - e,). Thus exponents are combinatorial. 
The original proof of the remarkable Theorem 3.20 was very involved and 
difficult. A new and easier approach was recently taken by [ST]. Their 
main result, dualized to fit the framework of logarithmic forms, is the 
following theorem. Its part (a) follows from a simple computation, part 
(b), which clearly implies Theorem 3.20, is nontrivial. 
DEFINITION AND THEOREM 3.21. Let X be an arrangement in V= k”. The 
Poincare series of Q*(X) is (with nonzero terms in the summation only for 
k> -m, O<s<n) 
Poin(Q*(X); x, y) = C 1 dim Q’sk(X)xky”. 
k s 
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The Y-function of X’ is 
V(X; x, t) = xm Poin(fi*(X); X, t( 1 -x) - 1). 
(a) ZfX is free with exp(X) = [e,, . . . . e,], then 
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Poin(G*(X); x, v) = icI ’ : II”,‘, 
and 
Y(X;x, f)’ l-j (t-(1+x+ ... +x6-‘)). 
i=l 
(b) For every arrangement X: 
(i) !P(X; x, t) is a polynomial, 
(ii) x(t) = ul(X; 1, t). 
EXAMPLE 3.22. For a simple nontrivial example, let X be the generic 
arrangement of m = 4 planes in R ‘, defined, say, by Q=x,x2x3(x, + 
x2 +x3). We use I, = x, +x2 + x3 as an abbreviation. 
Then G’(X) is generated by 
dx, dx2 dx3 dl, 
-3 -> -, and -, 
Xl x2 x3 14 
as we will see with Corollary 7.5, and the degree sequence of 52’(X) is 
[ - 1, - 1, - 1, - 11. A single relation corresponds to 1, = I, + I, + 13, which 
allows one to compute 
Trivially, we get 
and by Lemma 3.10, 
4/x- 1 
Poin(D’(X); x) = (1 _ x)3. 
1 
Poin(Q”(X); xl = (1 _ x)3 
l/X4 
Poin(Q3(X); xl = (1 -exj3. 
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The hard part is to find the generators (and relations) for Q*(x). 
Straightforward but tiresome calculations yield 
thus 
Poin(Q*(V; x, Y) = (1 _ x)3 I-(1+(;-+ 
+ ($+-$J) Y2+$ Y3), 
and we get 
Y(X; x, 1) = x4Poin(L2*(X); x, t(x - 1) - 1) 
=t3+(x+1)(x-3)t2-(x2-4x-3)t-(2x+1), 
which correctly (cf. Theorem 3.20) reduces to 
x(t) = Y(X; 1, t) = t3 - 4t2 + 6t - 3. 
Detailed computations and more examples are recorded in [Zl]. 
4. CATEGORY OF HYPERPLANE ARRANGEMENTS 
We will now describe a categorial framework in which hyperplane 
arrangements and the modules of logarithmic forms on them can be 
treated. We apply it to the study of restriction maps. 
The intuition for the choice of a proper category to support the algebraic 
theory of hyperplane arrangements comes from several directions. We will 
here work parallel to a development of the category of matroids and strong 
maps [CR, Chap. 9; K], and at the same time derive an algebraic 
treatment as it can be extracted and specialized from, e.g., Shafarevich’s 
discussion of divisors and differential forms [Sh, Chap. III]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The category d of arrangements (over k) has as 
objects all arrangements over k, that is, all pairs (X; VX), where X is an 
arrangement in the k-vector space V,. A map 
@: (Jr; V,) -+ (r; Vy) 
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is a linear map 
such that for HE X, 4 I’ E Y. Thus a map @ yields an application 
@,,: x+ Y 
H+-+&'(H). 
We call Q, injective (surjective) if Qio is injective (surjective). By abuse of 
notation, we denote maps by @: X-P Y. 
It is easy to check that this definition actually yields a category, in par- 
ticular that the composition of two maps always is a map. Note that 
Definition 4.1 contains a nondegeneracy condition: if @: X+ Y is a map 
then q5( Vy) is not contained in a hyperplane of X. Thus, if k is a finite field 
and X, is the arrangement of all hyperplanes in V = k”, then there is no 
map from X, to Xk for n > k. This cannot happen over infinite fields. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (1) If Y is a subarrangement of X in V, then the 
inclusion Y cz X is a map in d, induced by the identity map 1,151 V -+ V. 
(2) Let (X; V) be an arrangement and H a hyperplane in V, H# X. 
Then A? contains the restriction @: (X; V) + (Xl H; H) to the hyperplane H 
induced by H 4 V. 
(3) The empty arrangement (0; (0)) in k”= (0) has a unique map 
into every arrangement: it is the initial object of d. However, d has no 
terminal object. 
(4) Sums exist: for (X; Vx) and (Y; V y), the sum is given as 
(Xx Y; V,@ V y), as defined in Definition 2.6(d). We get a commutative 
diagram (with the obvious maps): 
(5) Let X be an arrangement in V, defined by Q = n;= 1 li. Then there 
is a surjection 
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unique up to automorphism of X,, from the arrangement X, of coordinate 
hyperplanes in V, = k” to X, defined by 
(79 V-P v, 
XH (l,(x), . . . . l,(x)). 
(6) Let (X; Vx) be an arrangement, V, a vector space, and 
4: V y + V, a linear map whose image 4( V y) is not contained in a hyperplane 
of X. Then the image (of X via 4) is the arrangement 4*X = Y in V y defined 
as the set 
{#F(H): HEX}. 
Note that &l(H) = ker(doI,), where l,o4#0 (and d-‘(H) is a hyperplane 
in V ,,) zyf q5( V y) &H. 4*(X) is the smallest arrangement in V y such that 4 
induces a map @: X + d*(X). 
(7) if $ as in (6) is an injective map, then 4*X is the restriction of X to 
#(I’,). In this case we call @: X+ d*(X) a restriction. (This generalizes (2) 
where 4 is the inclusion of H = V, into V,.) Thus a map 0: X + Y is a 
restriction tf and only if it is surjective and the associated 4: V, + V, is 
injective. 
(8) Given 4: V,+ V,, every polynomial function p on V, can be 
pulled back to the polynomial d*(p) :=pob on V,. (Thus for an 
arrangement Xin V,, 4*(Q)=Qo# df e tries a multiarrangement 4*X, whose 
simplification is 4*X, cf: [Z2].) @: X + Y is an injection (that is, Qp, is 
injective) iff Qxo 4 is squarefree, that is, iff 4*(Qx) = Qxo 4 divides Q y. 
Proof Trivial. After all, this is category theory. I 
FACTORIZATION THEOREM 4.3. Every map @: X + Y in SI? can be 
factored into an injection followed by a restriction, @ = IO IL: X + Z + Y. 
Proof Factor 4: V, --+ Vx as 
f$=@oi: V,--l--, V, * +v,, 
where V, G V, such that V, z 4( V,) @ V,,, V, = V ,, @ V,, i is the injection 
i: y H (y; 0), and $ the surjection $: (y; x) H $(y) + x. 
Let Z be the set-union of the image of X via $ and the sum of Y with the 
empty arrangement in V,, 
Then for HE X, $ - ‘(H) E G*(X) c Z, hence $ induces a map ‘Y. X + Z of 
arrangements. Since $ is surjective, Y is an injection. For H@ V,,E Yx 0, 
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i-‘(HO V,)=He Y. For I+!-‘(H)g+*(X), i-‘(t/-‘(H))=#-‘(H)E Y. 
Thus i induces a map I: Z + Y. 
Z is surjective because II y x a is surjective, and i is injective. Thus, by 
4.2(7), Z is a restriction. 1 
This Factorization Theorem is the analogue of the Higgs Factorization 
Theorem [CR, p. 9.41; W; K, p. 233 J of matroid theory for our category 
of represented matroids (that is, hyperplane arrangements, via 
Theorem 2.4(b)) defined in 4.1. We feel that the proof becomes easier and 
more geometric in the represented setting. In the following we will con- 
struct a functor fi*( .) from the category of hyperplane arrangements over 
k to the category of k-vector spaces. Note that for arrangements X and Y 
in different dimensions, $2*(X) and O*(Y) are modules over different 
polynomial rings-hence we cannot expect to get module homomorphisms 
from maps of hyperplane arrangements. Here the proper formulation 
would require a sheaf-theoretic setting. Since we will have no use for this, 
the following elementary formulation will do: 
THEOREM 4.4. Every map Qi: X + Y induces a k-linear map 
With this sZ*( ) becomes a covariant functor from the category of hyperplane 
arrangements over k to the category of k-vector spaces and linear maps or, 
more spectfically, to the category of differential graded k-algebras. This 
induces a contravariant functor H*G!*( .) from JC? to the category of finite- 
dimensional k-algebras. 
Proof: By Factorization Theorem 4.3, it is sufficient to show that d*(o) 
is logarithmic in the cases of injections and restrictions. Functoriality is 
clear. 
(1) Let I: X-P Y be an injection, and i: I’, + V, the associated linear 
map. If Q, and Q y are delining equations, then we know i *( Qx) 1 Q ,, by 
4.2(8). Now Qxw is algebraic for o ~52*(X), thus i*(Qxw) is algebraic. 
Similarly, from Q, dw algebraic we get that i *(Qx dw) = i*(Qx) i*(dw) 
divides Qyd(i*o), which is therefore algebraic. Thus i*o ESZ*( Y). 
(2) It suflices to check the case where X is an arrangement in V and 
HE V is a hyperplane not in X. 
For this let H,, . . . . H,EX (k>2) such that 
H,nH= . . . =H,nHEXl,, Y= {H,, . . . . H,}cX, 
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and Z=X- Y. We assume KnH#H,nH for KEZ, that is, that Y was 
chosen maximal. Choose defining equations QX, Q r, Q, such that 
Qx= QyQz. Now for o~s2*(X) we get Q=OE a*( Y). 
Choosing coordinates in I/ such that I,= x1, li= crixi+ x2 (GAGE k), we 
get a basis for 52*( Y) as 
dl, co, =- 
11 
oi= dx; for 3<i<k. 
Now clearly w~~.ESZ*(YI,,) for if2, and w~[,,=OESZ*(YI~). Thus for 
Q=w E a*( Y), we have Qzo 1 He a*( YI ,,). This means that o 1 H has at 
most logarithmic pole at H, n H. 1 
We will later use Theorem 4.4, mostly for the case of restriction maps. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be an arrangement in V, H $ X. Then there is an 
exact sequence of k-vector spaces 
0- Q1(Xu {H})A @(X)--f-+ C?‘(&,), 
where “.I “” is multiplication by a de$ning equation I, of H, and i* is the 
restriction map induced by i: H G V. 
Proof: “.lH” is obviously injective, and exactness at the middle term 
follows from Preparation Lemma 3.6. 1 
Unfortunately, the restriction map i* is not surjective in general. For 
example, let X in k 3 be defined by Q = x , x2x 3, such that Sz l(X) has a basis 
Now if H is a generic plane (without loss of generality, I, = x, + x2 + x3), 
then we have 
which is a nonvanishing form of degree -2, hence not contained in the 
image of i*. We will formalize this example in Proposition 7.2 to describe a 
necessary combinatorial condition for i* to be surjective. 
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5. STRONG PREPARATION LEMMA 
The final few sections will study how the combinatorial structure of an 
arrangement X determines the existence of particular logarithmic forms at 
X. Since we are interested mainly in generators for sZl(X) and their con- 
struction, we will develop in detail only the case of logarithmic l-forms, 
leaving most of the (quite straightforward) generalizations to k-forms to 
the interested reader. 
The main technical tools involved are the study of the supports of 
homogeneous logarithmic forms, and the strengthened version of the 
Preparation Lemma 3.6 given here as Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.1 (“Strong Preparation Lemma”). Let X be an arrangement 
in V = k” with defining equation Q, and let H 4 X be a hyperplane in V 
defined by 1,~ V*. Let X’ be a subarrangement of X (defined by Q’) such 
that 
XI.=x’I. and IX’ I HI = In 
that is, X’ is minimal such that its restriction to H coincides with that of X. 
Let Q = Q/Q’ be a defining equation for I= X - X’. 
Then every o~sZ’(Xu {H}) can be written as 
pdl, w=818+coo, 
where p E S, and coo E (l/Q) SZf,,( V) d oes not have a pole at H. In particular, 
-deg(w)<deg(l,Q)= 1 + IX\ - 1x1 J. 
Furthermore, if o is homogeneous with deg(o) = - deg(l,Q), then p E k and 
0’ are unique. 
Proof: By Preparation Lemma 3.6, we can write o as 
q dl, o=Q-Tjr+oo 
with q E S and o” E (l/Q) ?2Af,,( V). Choose a representation 
P dl, 
W=Qtl,+WO 
such that p E S, Qw” E ,52:,,( V), and Q* 1 Q is of minimal degree, that is, Q* 
defines a subarrangement X* of X of minimal order. 
Now let H,EX* such that all the hyperplanes Hip X with 
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Hi n H = H, n H are in X*. We have to show that this cannot happen. 
Using the fact that the ideal (Q; ZH) does not depend on the particular 
choice of X (because if H, n H = H, n H, then I, = I, mod I,,) we are then 
done. 
Let {H,, . . . . Hk} be as described, and I, = lH, . Then 
,Pdl, 
‘Q* 1, H, 
has a pole of order k at H n H,, whereas o” does not have a pole at H, 
hence the pole at H n H, of Z,w” IH has at most order k - 1. This 
contradicts Z,w IH=O. Furthermore, if deg(w) = -deg(Z,Q), then p is a 
scalar. If p was not unique, then there would be an afline combination with 
p=O, which kills the pole at H. 1 
How much information about the freeness of arrangements is encoded in 
the degree sequence, respectively, the set of exponents? We start with a 
simple observation. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [Tl, p. 3053. IfX and Xv (H} ure bothfreefor some 
H$X, and exp(X)= [e,, ,.., e,], then exp(Xu (H))= [e,, ..,, ei+ 1, . . . . e,] 
for some 1 <i<n. 
Proof This follows from O’(Xu {H})zQ’(X): let {o,, . . . . o,} and 
(4, . . . . ok} be homogeneous bases for 52’(X) and sZ’(Xu {H}), respec- 
tively, with deg(wi) = - ei. Then we can write 
for some pii E S (1 < i, j < n). From the Determinant Criterion 3.11, we get 
that det(pV) is a defining equation for H. Now after rearranging the order 
of the w,, we can assume pJj # 0 for all j. Thus pji is linear for some i = i, 
( 1 ,< i < n), and constant for i # io. But this means deg wi,, = deg wiO - 1 = 
- (e,, + l), and deg wi = deg w: = -e, for all i # iO. With this, 
{W ,) . . . . wio, . ..) w,} is a basis of O’(Xu {H}). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let X be an arrangement, and H $ X. Let XI H have 
degree sequence [el, ,,., ek] <. Then a sequence w , , . . . . wi E Sz ‘(X) with 
deg(wj) = - ej for 1 <j< i < k restricts to a generator sequence 
w, I”, . . . . wil H in Q’(XI “) ifund only if 
k(Wj- 1 P/wI)#Q~(~u{H)) 
H l<j 
(1) 
for aif j and for all choices of the p,. 
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Proof Condition (1) is, via Corollary 4.5, equivalent to 
OjlH- 1 Plw/ #O, 
l-cj H 
for all pi, that is, to 
which proves the claim. 1 
Using the result Strong Preparation Lemma, we now get a new, simple 
proof for a fundamental result about the combinatorial structure of free 
arrangements, H. Terao’s Addition-Deletion Theorem [Tl], which by an 
observation of P. Cartier [C] can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 5.4 (“Addition-Deletion Theorem”) [Tl]. Let X be an 
arrangement, and H $ X. Then any two of the following statements imply the 
third: 
(1) X is free with exponents exp(X) = [el, . . . . e,], 
(2) Xu {H} isfreewithexponentsexp(Xu {H})= [e,, . . . . e,+ 1, . . . . e,], 
(3) XI H is free with exponents exp(X(,) = [e,, . . . . t,, . . . . e,]. 
The original proof in [Tl] depends on involved commutative algebra 
arguments for the modules of logarithmic vector fields at the three 
arrangements. In the following proof, we will consider the Q’(X) instead of 
Der(X), which allows one to replace the commutative algebra by the 
geometric idea of the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1. 
Still a different proof can be seen from the following observation. In 
Terao’s original proof, the hard part was to show that (l)&(3) * (2). In 
the dualized version, as presented here, this part is actually easy, and this 
allows one to give a simple proof by using both the original and the 
dualized viewpoint. However, since the “hard part” of our dualized version, 
(2)&(3) =z. (l), is taken care of by the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1, we 
present here this more “coherent” version, which entirely stays within the 
framework of logarithmic differential forms. 
Proof: (l)&(3)* (2): Let ol, . . . . o, be a maximal generator sequence 
of Q’(X), that is, a homogeneous basis such that deg(o,) = -ei, 
-e,< . . . < - e,. Now if for some j, and polynomials pj, 
f m,,- C P,mj eQ’(Xu {H}), 
H j  <io > 
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then we are done, since then w  1, . . . . (l/f H)(~jO - Cj <jo pjoj), . . . . w, is a basis 
of sZ’(Xu {H}), and io=jo, by Proposition 3.11 and Lemma 5.3. 
With this we can now assume that (*) never holds. Without loss 
of generality we have -ei,,< -e, + 1 or i,= n. Then by Lemma 5.3, 
01 I H, ‘..> Wb - 1 I H is a generator sequence, and 
~hl”4w(~“)wIIH+ *.. +wbf)~,-IlH> 
thus o, I ,,, . . . . oi, I ,, is a generator sequence, contradicting (3). 
(2)&(3) * (1): From the conditions (2) and (3), we get 1x1 - 1x1 HI = 
ei,. Now assume that there is an element o,EB’(X- {H}) --Q’(X) with 
deg(o,) = - (e,, + 1). Then (by Lemma 3.18) we can find a basis w,, . . . . w, 
of Q1(Xu {H)) such that w,=wO, since by Lemma 5.1, w0 is not in 
S+Q’(Xu {H}). From this we can construct a basis w’,, . . . . wkdl, 
I,‘%, . . . . wi of Q’(X), where wj= w,-piwO and pi is chosen such that w: is 
homogeneous and H# supp(w;)---the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1 
guarantees that this is possible. 
But if such an w0 does not exist, then we have a basis w  r, . . . . w6, . . . . w, 
with deg(o,)= -ei, -e,< ... < -e, for Q1(Xu{H}) such that 
WI, .“, wi,, is a generator sequence for Q’(X), which by Lemma 5.3 induces 
a generator sequence o1 I “, . . . . w, ( H for Q(Xl H). Since we can again 
assume that -e,< -e,+, or i, = n, this is a contradiction to (3). 
(l)&(2)*(3): Let wl, . . . . w, be a homogeneous basis for B’(X), 
then the argument of Proposition 5.2 allows one to assume that 
Wl, ,.., Wdw,, . . . . w, is a homogeneous basis for O’(Xu {H}). 
Now w,ESZ’(X), thus H$supp(w,), and with this Theorem 4.4 implies 
wilH E Q’(Y H) for 1~ i < n. But with the Determinant Criterion 3.11 we 
get that w1 IH, . . . . wTH , . . . . w, I H is a basis of B(XI “). 1 
6. SUPERSOLVABLE ARRANGEMENTS AND TRIANGULAR BASES 
The following results are all direct consequences of the Strong 
Preparation Lemma, which even follow without recurrence on the 
Addition-Deletion Theorem. They lead up to a simple proof of the freeness 
of supersolvable arrangements and a description of the corresponding bases 
of Q’(X). 
We feel that in the long run Teraos’s Theorem 3.20, derived from 
Theorem 3.21, should get a similarly elementary and transparent proof, 
using the Strong Preparation Lemma to get a hand on the generators of 
the modules Q’(X), its syzygies, and the associated degree sequences. 
LEMMA 6.1. rf X is an arrangement, HE X, and 1x1 Hi = 1x1 - 1 (i.e., no 
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two dzfferent hyperplanes in X have the same intersection with H), then 
Q’(X) is generated (over S) by dl,/l, together with s2’(X- {H}): 
@(x)=++Q’(x- {H}). 
H 
Proof This is a direct corollary of the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1, 
for X=X, X=@, and Q=l. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Let X be an arrangement in V, and HE X, If H is a factor of 
X (i.e., r(X- {H})<r(X); H . IS a coloop in A’(X)), then the restriction map 
of Corollary 4.5, 
i*: m’(X) + O’(Xl n), 
is surjective. 
Proof After change of coordinates we can assume I,= x, and 
aldax, = 0 for K # H. Then the obvious projection map n: V + H induces 
a map of arrangements Z7z X 1 H + X. Now rc 0 i = id H implies i * 0 a* = id, 
hence i* is surjective. m 
LEMMA 6.3. Let X be an essential arrangement in V, 1 a modular coatom 
ofL. Let XO={H~X:lcH}andX,=X-X,=(H,,..., Hk}, withdefining 
equation Q , = 1 1 . . . lk, Then there is a logarithmic l-form wk E Q’(X) of the 
f orm 
1 dl, 
Ok=m.../2++ 
,, 
with oz” E (Z,/Q) sZ;,,( V). 
Proof To construct o, we proceed by induction on k, the case k = 1 
being trivial. Let wk be given, and H, + 1 4 X such that the line I in V is 
again modular for X u {H, + , }. Then 
since X 1 Hk+, = X0 1 Hk + , by modularity of 1. 
But Hk+l is a factor in X, u {H k + , ), hence by Lemma 6.2 there is an 
wi E Q’(X,) such that 
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0 !T+1= +k-4. I 
k+l 
This lemma implies the existence of “triangular bases” for supersolvable 
arrangements (Theorem 6.6), and its proof in fact provides a reasonably 
simple inductive method to construct such bases. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let X be a free arrangement of hyperplanes in VZ k”. 
An ordered basis { ol, . . . . co,> of Q1(X) is triangular with respect to coor- 
dinates x,, . . . . x, of V if oi = (l/Q) c,“=, qij dx, with qij = 0 for i < j, that is, 
if the coefficient matrix (qV) is lower triangular. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If Q’(X) has a triangular basis, then we can choose 
this basis homogeneous, with ei = deg(qii) (but not assuming e, < e2 < . .. 
<en!). 
For such a basis we have Q =det(qU) = n;=, qii, hence we can factor 
qii = n;=, l,i, where the 1, (1 < i < n, 1 < j < ei) are defining equations for 
the hyperplanes in X. 
Proof Lemma 3.14, Lemma 3.18, and Proposition 3.11. 1 
Note that triangular bases for G’(X) correspond to (analogously defined) 
triangular bases for Der(X), via Lemma 3.16(ii). 
THEOREM 6.6. An arrangement X has a triangular basis in coordinates 
x, , . . . . x, if and only if 
V'=k"~(x,=0)~{xl=x2=0}~ . ..z{xl= -.=xn~,=O}~{O> 
is an M-chain for X. 
Consequently, X has a triangular basis for some choice of coordinates if 
and only if X is supersolvable. 
Proof Lemma 6.3, Theorem 2.10, and induction on (XI. i 
COROLLARY 6.7 [St3, JT]. Supersolvable arrangements are free. 
Note that this includes the case of arrangements of rank 2, which are 
always supersolvable. In this case a triangular basis can easily be 
constructed (see the proof of Theorem 4.4, case (2)). 
COROLLARY 6.8. Freeness with triangular basis is a 3-combinatorial 
property. 
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We illustrate Theorem 6.6 and its Corollaries by some explicit com- 
putations: 
EXAMPLE 6.9. Let X, = 0: be the three-dimensional arrangement 
defined over an arbitrary field k with char(k) # 2 by Q =X(X - y)(x + y) 
(x - z)(x + z)(y - z)(y + z), as in Fig. 6.1. This is the smallest nonsuper- 
solvable, free arrangement. A homogeneous basis for sZ’(X,) is given by 
dx 
Co, =-) 
X 
1 1 d(x-y)+d(x-z) d(x+y) d(x+z) 
O’=(y_2)x x-y i 
--~-- 3 
x-z x+Y x+z 
d(x+ y)+d(x-z) d(x- y) d(x+z) 
--~-- 9 
x-z X-Y x+z 
with exponents exp(X,) = [l, 3,3]. 
Adding the hyperplane H= { y = 0} (dashed line in Fig. 6.1) we get a 
supersolvable arrangement X0 u {H} with exponents exp(Xu {H)) = 
[ 1, 3,4], and a triangular basis given by w; = ol, o; = (l/y)(o, + w,), and 
4x-y) d(x+y) --- 
X-Y x+Y 
2 dx 2 dy -- 
=(x*-y’) x (x2- y’)T’ 
FIGURE 6.1 
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Now adding the hyperplane {z = 0}, we get the Coxeter arrangement B, in 
standard coordinates, free with exponents [ 1, 3, 51, and a triangular basis 
o;I=o,, o;=o;, and &=(1/z)&. 
The study of freeness for hyperplane arrangements has produced some 
remarkable and remarkably resistant conjectures, which ask how well the 
algebraic structure of hyperplane arrangements is controlled by the com- 
binatorial structure. The most prominent among them, supported by 
Theorem 3.20 and Corollary 6.8, is: 
Terao’s Conjecture 6.10 [Tl, p. 293; T4, p. 565; St3; St4, p. 1673. 
Freeness is combinatorial. 
Here “combinatorial” means “determined by the intersection lattice” 
(Definition 2.5). In fact, Corollary 6.8 as well as results in the following 
sections suggest that even the following stronger conjecture might be true. 
Conjecture 6.11. Freeness is 3-combinatorial. 
We will study an approach to these conjectures in Section 8. The ultimate 
goal would be to give a “combinatorial” construction of a basis of Q’(X) in 
the case that it is free. 
Note that for Conjecture 6.10, it would by Corollary 3.19(ii) be sufficient 
to show that the length of the degree sequence of Q’(X) is combinatorial. 
However, in Section 8 we will see that this is not true. 
7. GENERIC ARRANGEMENTS AND TRIVIAL GENERATORS 
We have briefly discussed generic and 3-generic arrangements in 
Section 2. Here we will be both more precise and more specific, explain 
the concept of 3-generic planes, and explore their relevance for the 
understanding of the structure of Q’(X). 
The case of generic arrangements and their algebraic structure is 
interesting also because it describes the “other extreme case” as compared 
to the free arrangements, which are “very nongenetic.” To avoid 
technicalities, the arrangements considered are always assumed to be essen- 
tial. 
The main results of this section have straightforward generalizations to 
multiarrangements as studied in [Z2]. In particular, Theorem 7.4 and 
Corollary 7.6 generalize. However, for simplicity and convenience we avoid 
this extra level of generality here and refer to [Zl, Chap. 63 for a details. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let X be an arrangement and HE X. The plane H is 
3-generic in X if for every 3-circuit {K,, K,, K,} E XI H there is a 3-circuit 
{H,, Hz, H,)~Xsuch that Ki=HinHfor i=l,2,3. 
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We are in particular interested in the case of 3-generic arrangements. Note 
that for a 3-generic arrangement, the restriction to a 3-generic hyperplane 
is again 3-generic. 
Now if H is not contained in a 4-circuit, then it is 3-generic. Thus the 
restriction of a 4-generic arrangement to any of its hyperplanes is 3-generic. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Zf the restriction map i*: Q’(X) + Q’(XI “) is surjec- 
tive, then H is 3-generic in Xv {H). 
ProoJ For a 3-circuit {K,, KS, K,} G XI H, consider the form 
where li is a defining equation for Ki (i = 1,2, 3). If this w  has a preimage in 
Q’(X), then this preimage can be chosen of the same form, that is, 
{K,, K2, K3} is the restriction of a 3-circuit in X. 1 
In general, the converse of Proposition 7.2 is not true, as we will see in 
Example 8.7(iii). However, it seems plausible that the converse of 
Proposition 7.2 holds for free arrangements-this seems to be necessary if 
Terao’s Conjecture 6.10 is supposed to be true. 
More specifically, we propose: 
Conjecture 7.3. If X is a free arrangement in V= k” with n > 3 and W is 
a generic subspace of dimension at least 3 in V, then 
i*: Ql(X) + Q’(XI w) 
is surjective, and dim, k@Q’(X)=dim, k@S2l(XI w). 
Note that if i* is surjective, then n = dim, k @ Q’(X) 2 dim, k @ Q1(X1 ,,,) is 
clear. 
This conjecture has powerful implications. In particular it would mean 
that the generic restriction of a free arrangement to a hyperplane of dimen- 
sion at least 3 is never free. Combinatorially, it suggests that if the inter- 
section lattice of an essential arrangement X in dimension n> 2 is a 
truncation, then X cannot be free. 
About the algebraic structure of k-generic arrangements, we have the 
following main result. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let X be a simple, essential arrangement in V= k”. Then 
the following are equivalent, for 0 6 k < n - 1: 
(1) X is (k + 2)-generic, 
(2) Qk(X)= Ak(dl,/l,: HEX) 
(3) QJ(X)=Aj(dlH/lH:HEX)for O<j<k. 
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Here (M) denotes the S-module generated by the elements of M, and 
A j( M) denotes the S-module generated by j-fold wedges of elements of M, 
AO( 44) = s. 
COROLLARY 7.5 [k = 11. A simple essential arrangement X is 3-generic 
(that is, L = L, does not have any circuits of size 3) if and only if Sz ‘(X) is 
generated by {dl,/l,: HEX}. 
Proof (3) * (2) is trivial. For (2) + (l), let C G X be a circuit of size 
(Cl =j+2<k+2, C= {Ho, H,, . . . . Hj + i}, say. We denote 1, by Zi, for all 
i. Let dxc= dl, A ... A dlj+, and Q, = f,12 ...ij+ ,, corresponding to the 
broken circuit Co = C- {Ho}. If {H,, . . . . H,} is a basis of L (set of coor- 
dinate hyperplanes) containing Co, then we can write the Euler vector field 
O. = xi x,(a/dx,) as 
t?o= f 1.5 i=l ‘ali 
Now we get 
dxc = Qj+ 1, -(i + 2)(x) 
1oQc 
and thus by Theorem 3.7(b) 
dxc WC= Go loQc ( ) 
- E Qjs -(j + l)(x), 
which contradicts (3). To see that (2) also cannot hold, we consider 
dlj+, 
wCAlitZA .‘. 
d4 + 1 *-&-k+‘)(x), 
I k+l 
which does not vanish. 
(1) * (3): For the case k= 1 (cf. Corollary 7.5), this follows from 
Corollary 6.1 of the Strong Preparation Lemma. Repeated application of 
the same argument (perhaps best formalized as a “Strong Preparation 
Lemma for k-forms”) proves the general case, too. 1 
COROLLARY 7.6. For every essential 3-generic arrangement X, 
dim, k@Q’(X) = 1x1. 
Thus 3-generic arrangements with (XI > r(X) are never free. In particular, 
generic arrangements with I XI > n 2 3 are never free. 
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Observe that in the situation of Corollary 7.5, circuits of size larger than 
three are irrelevant for (the generators of) Q’(X). This is consistent with 
our observations for Conjecture 6.11. 
Theorem 7.4 allows some nontrivial computations. In particular, we get 
not only the degree sequence for Q’(X) in the 3-generic case, but also for 
its minimal free resolution. In homological algebra terms, this amounts to 
computation of the homology of Q’(X). 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let X be 3-generic and essential. 
(1) Q’(X) has a minimal free resolution of the form 
0 - F’(X) rl FO(X) rg f2’(X)----+ 0, 
where F’(X) z S” has a basis {cp,: 1 < i 6 m} that by r. is mapped 
to (dli/li: 1 < i < m}, and F’(X) z S”-” has a basis {C,: n < j < m} 
corresponding to certain circuits in L. 
(2) The degree sequence of Q’(X) and F’(X) is [ -1, . . . . -11 of 
length m; in particular, 
/?i(f2’(X)) = m. 
The degree sequence of F’(X) is [0, . . . . 0] of length m-n, that is, 
/?f(&?‘(X))=m-n. Also, /?,“(Q’(X))=O for i> 1. 
8. CRITICAL SUBARRANGEMENTS AND COMBINATORIAL GENERATORS 
The Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1 and the results about 3-com- 
binatorial invariants lead to the following approach to understand the 
structure of Q’(X) in terms of combinatorial and 3-combinatorial 
invariants. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let X be an arrangement in V. 
(i) For HEX, the excess of H in X is 
eAW = 1x1 - IXI HI. 
(ii) The excess of X is 
e(X) = min e,(H). 
HEX 
LEMMA 8.2. Let X be an arrangement in V, and ~EQ’,-‘(X) a 
homogeneous logarithmic l-form, with Y := supp(o) c X. Then 
k = - deg(w) < e(supp(w)) = e(Y). 
607176/l-10 
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Proof: This follows directly from the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1. 
I 
Note that the excess is not a monotone function: we cannot conclude that 
k < e(X). 
Lemma 8.2 suggests that one consider those minimal subsets YG X 
which support a form of degree k < 0. 
DEFINITION 8.3. Let X be an arrangement in V= k”. 
(i) Y G X is k-supporting (for some k 2 0) if 
Q1--k(Y)#O, 
that is, 
dim,Q’v-k(Y)>O. 
(ii) YE X is k-critical (for some k > 0) if Y is k-supporting and no 
proper subset of Y is k-supporting. Equivalently, the k-critical sets are the 
minimal subsets Y of X (under inclusion) such that 
Y = supp(0) for some wESZ”~~(X). 
Observe that, by Lemma 8.2, e(Y) > k for every k-supporting and hence in 
particular for every k-critical subarrangement YE X. 
EXAMPLES 8.4. (i) The only O-critical subset of X is 0, by definition. 
The l-critical sets are exactly the sets {H} for HEX. The 2-critical sets are 
the 3-circuits in L: for every 3-circuit C, we get 
where oc is the form constructed in the proof of Theorem 7.4. 
a 
FIGURE 8.1 
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(ii) The arrangements in Fig. 8.1 are both 3-critical. The corre- 
sponding l-forms of degree -3 are of the form 
and 
1 
%‘=m 
dl, dl, dl, dl, 
r,+r,-r,-r, 
Figure 8.2a depicts an arrangement X of 9 planes in R3 such that e(X) = 3, 
but Q’s -‘(X)=0 ( we will do the computations for this in Example 8.7). 
This shows that the k-critical sets do not in general coincide with the 
minimal subsets of X with excess k. 
We now derive the following strengthening of Corollary 7.5. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let X be an essential arrangement such that e(Y) < 2 
for all subarrangements Y c X. Then D ‘(X) is generated by 
{$ HEX}” (0 =: C is a 3-circuit in X}. 
Proof Induction on I XJ. Let w  E Q1(X). We can assume that 
X=supp(o). Now choose HEX such that e,(H)=e(X). 
If ex( H) = 1, then we are done by Lemma 6.1. 
FIGURE 8.2 
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For e,(H) = 2, let C = (H, H,, HZ} be the 3-circuit in X containing H, 
and (by Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1) write o as 
P dl, W=j-‘l;;+Qo’ 
where o” does not have a pole at H. Now we have 
in our set of generators. But 
Ww,=w”+;+Q1(X- {H}), 
I 2 
and we are done by induction. 1 
Now Example 84(ii) leads to 
Conjecrure 8.6. For every k-critical arrangement X, e(X) = k. 
Together with the Strong Preparation Lemma 5.1 and the argument of 
Proposition 8.5 this Conjecture 8.6 would imply that 
(i) dim, 52l. -“(X) = 1 for every k-critical X; 
(ii) 521,-k(x) is generated by {f2’,-k(Y):k21; YcXk-critical}. 
Note that for k < 2, Conjecture 8.6 and its implications (i) and (ii) are true 
by Example 8.4(i). 
We believe that Conjecture 8.6 is sufficiently sharp and concrete to be 
somewhat promising. Its proof would certainly give some new ideas about 
the algebraic structure of generators for Q’(X). However, it is not clear 
how this would help to understand the combinatorial structure of 
generators. In fact, being k-critical is not a combinatorial property for 
k = 3. This will follow from the following final example. 
EXAMPLE 8.7. Let X, be the arrangement of nine hyperplanes in IX3 
sketched in Fig. 8.2a, which we mentioned before in 8.5. This arrangement 
has excess 3, where every proper subarrangement has excess at most 2. 
Let w  be a homogeneous logarithmic form of degree -3 at X, 
UGQ*~~~(X). Now let H= H, and ZH=Z9, then I,coEQ”-~(X) can by 
Proposition 8.5 be written as 
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+~(~-KJ+~(~-fzo. 
Here l,ol H= 0 is equivalent to the four conditions 
cll,+c*l,E (1% 1,) 
cll,+cJ,E (1% 12) 
CJ, + Cdl3 E (199 15) 
c,l, + C,l,E (19,16), 
These four conditions translate into four linear equations for 
c = cc,, c23 c3, cd. 
(i) Generically, they do not have a nonzero solution in c: they 
require that the intersection lines H, n H and H, n H are conjugate in H 
with respect to H, n H and H, n H. In other words, it requires a particular 
symmetry of {H, , H,, H,, H6} 1”. Thus generically, 
dim, Sz’, -‘(X,) = 0. 
In this case, we compute the extended degree sequence of Q’(X,) (listing 
first the degree sequence of the module and then of its relations) as 
C-2, -2, -2, -2, -2, -2, -11 -1, -1, -1, -11. The extended degree 
sequence of Der(X,) is [ 1,6,6, 6, 6, 6, 6 17, 7, 7, 71 in this case. 
(ii) Now consider the special position arrangement X2 in Fig. 8.2b, 
given by 
l,= x +y -z 
I,= x -y +Z 
I,= x 
l‘j= 2x -2y +z 
I,= 2x -y -22 
I,= 2x +y +Z 
1, = Y 
I,= 2x -y -z 
I, = Z 
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which is combinatorially equivalent to X,. However, X2 has the extra 
symmetry required ! In fact, the above conditions are easily verified to have 
the solution c = (1, 1, - 1, - t), such that 
dim,9’x-3(X,)= 1. 
The extended degree sequence of sZ’(X,) is [ - 3, - 2, -2, - 2, - 2, 
- 11 - 1, - 1, - 11. The extended degree sequence for Der(X,) turns out to 
be [1,5,6,6,617,8]. 
(iii) Now let X1 be the arrangement in R4 defined by 
i,= x +y -2 
i*= x -y fz 
i,= x 
I^,= 2x -2y +z 
i,= 2x -y -2.2 -w 
i,= 2x +y +z +w 
i, = Y ++M; 
&= 2x -y -2 -w 
& = Z 
It might be noted at this point that M(?2) is the cographic matroid of 
K 3.3, which leads to nicer coordinates for X, and X,. 
The hyperplane K= {w = 0} is 3-generic in 2, u {K}, and X2 1 K = X,. 
However, there is no nonzero l-form of degree - 3 at 8,. (In fact it is easy 
to see that if the four equations for c have a nonzero solution, then the 
corresponding arrangement does not have a nontrivial extension, i.e., it is 
not the 3-generic restriction of an essential 4-dimensional arrangement.) 
With this we can compute the extended degree sequence for a’(?,) to be 
[ -2, -2, -2, -2, -2, -2, -1 I-1, -1, -11. The extended degree 
sequence for Der(Xi,) turns out to be [ 1, 3, 3, 3, 3 141. In particular, we 
observe that with Q’, -‘(X,) = 0, the restriction map 
i*: Q’(B,) + sZ’(X,) 
cannot be surjective, that is, the converse of Proposition 7.2 is false. 
(Whereas the generators, relations, and degree sequences for the modules 
of differential forms are quite easily determined by hand (using 
Proposition 8.5), we have used the Computer Algebra System “Macaulay” 
for the computation of resolutions and degree sequences for Der(X,).) 
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COROLLARY 8.8. The degree sequences for Q’(X) and Der(X) and their 
lengths are not combinatorial. The Solomon-Terao polynomial Y(X; x, t) is 
not combinatorial. 
In [Tl], Terao also studies a second sequence of integers associated with 
every arrangement, the structure sequence, defined as the sequence of 
minimal degrees for a maximal set of S-independent elements in the 
module considered. This structure sequence is a subsequence of length n of 
the degree sequence. We have not discussed it because it seems to carry less 
information about the arrangement than the structure sequence. In any 
case, Example 8.7 also implies that the structure sequences of Der(X) and 
Q’(X) are not combinatorial, either. 
This raises questions about Terao’s Conjecture 6.10 and Conjecture 6.11. 
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